KARMA’S FAVOURITES

VANILLA PASSION
VANILLA INFUSED VODKA, PASSION FRUIT, FRESH LIME AND APPLE JUICE

ESPRITOS MARTINI
VANILLA INFUSED VODKA, KALUA, LUCIBLE, FINISHED WITH CARAMEL FOAM

THE ADMIRAL
TEQUILA, WHISKY, BLOOD ORANGE PUREE, PASSION FRUIT, AVOCADO

SPICED MULE
SPICED VODKA, FRESH LIME, TOPPED UP WITH HOMEMADE GINGER BEER

DOLCE VITA
VODKA, INTHEME, POMEGRANATE, CRANBERRY, PASSION FRUIT, SPARKLING WATER

SWEET SMASH
TEQUILA, FRESH STRAWBERRY, PEACH, LIME, SUGAR

KARMA COLADA
PINEAPPLE INFUSED RUM, CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM, FRESH PINEAPPLE, FRESH LIME, COCONUT CREAM, FRUIT TOPPED UP WITH ROSELLA AND VANILLA TEA

STARRFROOT MOJITO
HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, STARFRUIT, FRESH MINT, FRESH LIME JUICE, FRESH GREEN APPLE

JUGS / TO SHARE

BEEFEATER GIN, CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM, ROSELLA TEA, ROSE SYRUP, FRESH LIME JUICE

SPICED ROSELLA
HAVANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, FRESH SAGE LEAF, FRESH LIME JUICE, FRESH PINEAPPLE JUICE

PINEAPPLE & SAGE
PINEAPPLE INFUSED HAVANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD RUM, MYER’S RUM, FRESH LIME JUICE, ROSELLA SYRUP, ROSSELLA SYRUP

PASSION MANGO
PINEAPPLE JUICE, BITTER, LEMONADE

DARK RUM, APRICOT BRANDY, FALERNUM, PASSION FRUIT PUREE, FRESH PAPAYA AND LIME

HAVANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL, SALTED CARAMEL

MASUKA
HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL, SALTED CARAMEL

SOUTH SEAS PUNCH
DARK RUM, AFRICAN BRANDY, FALERNUM, PASSION FRUIT PUREE, PINEAPPLE JUICE, BITTER LEMONADE

KRAQUIR
HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, MYERS RUM, MARSABINGHO, SUGAR SYRUP, FRESH POMELO AND GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

UNDER THE STARS
GUBBY’S SIN LIME, JUICE, ALMOND SYRUP, STARRFRUIT, LIME AND GINGER CORDIAL

ZOMBIE
PINEAPPLE INFUSED HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD RUM, MYERS RUM, FRESH LIME JUICE, FRESH POMELO & GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, PASSION FRUIT SYRUP, ROSSELLA SYRUP

SAYA BALI
BALINESE ARAK, NUSA CANA RUM, MYER’S RUM, ORANGE LIQUEUR, FRESH LIME JUICE, ALMOND SYRUP

BELINI
RASPBERRY ROSE BELINI
RASPBERRY ROSE SYRUP, SPARKLING WINE

PEACH-BELINI
PEACH, VANILLA SYRUP, SPARKLING WINE

SPRITZERS

WATERMELON & BASIL
BEEFEATER GIN, KRAMPI BASIL, FRESH LEMON JUICE, FRESH WATERMELON, GOMME

KARMA SPRITZ
AROSOL, BLOOD ORANGE, SODA, SPARKLING WINE

CUCUMBER & ELDERFLOWER
BEEFEATER ON FRESH LEMON JUICE, ELDERFLOWER SYRUP, FRESH CUCUMBER JUICE

PINEAPPLE & SAGE
HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, FRESH SAGE LEAF, FRESH LIME JUICE, FRESH PINEAPPLE JUICE

STARRFRUIT MOJITO
BEEFEATER ON, CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM, ROSELLA TEA, ROSE SYRUP, FRESH LIME JUICE

CLASSICS

PINA COLADA, MOJITO, DAQUIRI, MARGARITA, COSMOPOLITAN...

PASSION MANGO MOJITO
HAWANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD, LIME, MANGO, PASSION FRUIT, SODA

KARMA SIGNATURE SANGRIA
RED OR WHITE WINE, COGNAC, INTHEME, ORANGE JUICE, GRAPE JUICE, GINGER, SPARKLE

DRUNKEN WATERMELON
ABSOLUT VODKA, WATERMELON JUICE, LIME, SPARKLING WATER

SPRITZ

RUM • CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED 110, MYER’S, CACHACA 145, HAVANA 155, RON ZACAPA 23 300

TEQUILA • OLMECA 155, PATRON ORANGE 165, HERRADURA PLATA 190, PATRON XO CAFE 240, PATRON REPOSADO 300

GIN • BEEFEATER, GORDON 135, BOMBAI 165, NANDUJER 170, HENDRICKS 200

VODKA • ABSOLUT 145, BELVEDERE 155, GREY GOOSE 220

SCOTCH • DEVRY 135, BALLANTINES 165

THE FAMOUS GROUP 135, CHIVAS REGAL 135

BOURBON • JIM BEAM 145, WILD TURKEY 220

CANADIAN • CANADIAN CLUB 135

IRISH • OLD BUSHMILLS 145, JAMESON 180

TENNISSE • JACK DANIELS 165, GENTLEMAN JACK 200

SINGLE MALT • MACALLAN 12 320, AMALDARO 320

COGNAC VSOP • HENNESSY, MARTELL 420

LIQUEURS & APERITIF

KAVIA, BAILEYS, FRANZELIC, SOUTHERN COMFORT, ANANETTO, GRANDMARENE, TIA MARIA, CENTREAL, SMIRKHA, JAGERMEISTER, MIDORI, MALBU, RUMS NO, AESKEL, PERIOD, RICARD

VERMOUTH • MARTIN \& RANCI, MARTINOS, MARTINEXTRA, DRY 135

HOMEMADE LIMONCELLO 50

STAY HEALTHY

TROPIC KARMA
PINEAPPLE, BANANA, MANGO, COCONUT WATER

KARMA FRUIT PUNCH
STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE, BANANA, MANGO

HANGOVER
APPLE, CARROT, CELERY, SPINACH

DETOX
APPLE, GINGER, BEETROOT, LEMON

GO VEGAN
APPLE, CELERY, CUCUMBER, SPINACH, MINT

BERRY BLAST SMOOTHIE
BLUEBERRY, RASPBERRY, MILK, VANILLA YOGURT

WATERMELON COOLER
WATERMELON, HONEY, LIME, SODA

CUCUMBER & GINGER
CUCUMBER, HONEY, MANGO, LIME, HOME MADE GINGER BEER

FRESH YOUNG COCONUT 55

CHILLED JUICES 40

FRESH JUICES 80

ENERGY DRINK • RED BULL 100

GOOD COFFEE IS GOOD KARMA

KARMA COFFEE
ESPERRESSO • ESPRESSO MACCHIATO 50

DOUBLE ESPRESSO • DOUBLE MACCHIATO • CARPUCINO 65

CAFÉ LATTE • LATTE MACCHIATO • LONG BLACK • FLAT WHITE • MOCHACCINO

ICED COFFEE
ICED/FROZEN CARPUCINO • ICED LATE • ICED MOCHACCINO • KARMA FRAPPE 65

HOT/COLD CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE FLAVOURS: VANILLA, CARAMEL, HAZELNUT

TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST • GREEN TEA • CHAMOMILE • PEPPERMINT

GRANDMARENE, TIA MARIA, CENTREAL, SMIRKHA, JAGERMEISTER, MIDORI, MALBU, RUMS NO, AESKEL, PERIOD, RICARD

VERMOUTH • MARTIN \& RANCI, MARTINOS, MARTINEXTRA, DRY 135

HOMEMADE LIMONCELLO 50

GOOD COFFEE IS GOOD KARMA

KARMA COFFEE
ESPERRESSO • ESPRESSO MACCHIATO 50

DOUBLE ESPRESSO • DOUBLE MACCHIATO • CARPUCINO 65

CAFÉ LATTE • LATTE MACCHIATO • LONG BLACK • FLAT WHITE • MOCHACCINO

ICED COFFEE
ICED/FROZEN CARPUCINO • ICED LATE • ICED MOCHACCINO • KARMA FRAPPE 65

HOT/COLD CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE FLAVOURS: VANILLA, CARAMEL, HAZELNUT

TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST • GREEN TEA • CHAMOMILE • PEPPERMINT • EARL GREY • JASMINE

ICED TEA
SPECIAL SWEET TEA • LEMON MINT TEA • LEMON ICED TEA • JASMINE-LEMONGRASS • EARL GREY PASSION • ROSSELLA ICED TEA

SOFT DRINKS

COCA COLA • COCA COLA ZERO • SPIRIT • GINGER ALE • TONIC • SODA

MINERALS

EQUIL SPARKLE 55, EQUIL STILL 55

SANCERRE 250ML 80, SANCERRE 500ML 100

BEER AND CIDER

BINTANG 75

HENDER • HENDER LIME • CORONA • ALBENS • CIDR 100

All prices listed within this directory are in '000' IDR and subject to 10% service charge & 11% government tax.